
away at the end of August 

for a holiday to Canada, Se-

attle, Hawaii and Alaska for 

the month of September. 

The training will remain in 

good hands while I am away 

and Gail will be staying at 

our property looking after 

both the training from here 

and the boarding dogs. I will 

still be available via email 

and my cell phone which will 

be on roaming so will not 

cost for you to ring me if you 

have any concerns with your 

dog. BUT please bear in 

mind that there is a time 

difference before you do 

ring. There may be a few 

days where we are out of 

cell phone reception while in 

Alaska but just leave a mes-

sage and I will get back to 

you as soon as possible. If 

you need to contact Gail you 

will get her on either our 

home line 03 314 7561 or 

021 105 3255. 

Take care 

Janice 

I so hope you have all man-

aged to get through the win-

ter months without too 

many ills and chills. The light 

is at the end of the tunnel 

with longer daylight hours 

now starting to kick in. Win-

ter is always difficult for dog 

training and also exercising 

which often leads to frus-

trated dogs and owners. 

Although the past two 

months have been relatively 

quiet for our competitive 

group we have managed 

weekend training most 

weeks which means that a 

number of you have moved 

up to other classes.  

Well done to our instructor, 

Barbara, who has worked 

really hard to have all three 

of her classes complete their 

Tevra Advanced Certificate. 

This is by no means an easy 

feat so well done Barbara 

and all your hard working 

pupils. It is so satisfying to 

see these handlers receiving 

their certificate and rosettes. 

Welcome to Ginnie who has 

joined out team taking our 

Saturday puppy classes. Gin-

nie has a genuine love of 

puppies and loves working 

with them. She has been 

training with us for many 

years so has a really good 

understanding of our train-

ing methods. 

Last month Carol and I 

attended an excellent work-

shop in Sydney with a dog 

trainer from Buffalo, Ameri-

ca called Tyler Muto. The 

only way to keep up with 

our training methods is to 

attend these types of work-

shops. This one would have 

to be one of the best Do-

mestic Training workshops I 

have been to in terms of 

dealing with anxious and 

aggressive dogs. Tyler is 

known as a balanced trainer 

whereby positive methods 

are used where possible but 

at the end of the day there 

needs to be consequences 

for inappropriate behaviour. 

Too many dogs nowadays do 

not have consistent leader-

ship and are left to make the 

choices which in most cases 

leads to a dog who lacks 

confidence. 

Alastair and I along with Kim 

from Sydney are heading 
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Two of  our Tevra people have put their names forward to be part 
of  the Southern Region Obedience team for the National Dog 
Obedience Assembly being held this year in Fielding. Anne Read-
man with Scotty and Alastair Kirk with Twister are on the obedi-
ence calendar. As well as the teams event, this year there will also 
be 3 obedience tests. 
  
 

National Dog Obedience Assembly 2017 

This event has been held at Labour weekend since it was first run 

in the late 60's but next year it will shift to Easter and will be 

held in Christchurch so there will be several areas where we may 

be asking for your help.  These may be admin, stewarding, run-

ners etc in both Obedience and Rally-O. You don’t need to com-

mit for the whole time, even one day would be great. More details 

will be coming out in due course, but if  you are able to help 

please let Janice know for Obedience or Gail for Rally-O. 

National Dog Obedience Assembly 2018 
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When sending a text to Janice or Barbara/

Colin, or leaving a message, PLEASE say 

who the message is from!! While we have 

all your details on our computers, at 

training we only have our phones which 

may not have your number on. 

Text/Voice Messages 

Agility Report 
Agility Report 

Over the winter our agility classes are very slow with only a couple of dogs at each 

session. We are wondering whether to just have one venue. The equipment is 

brought from Leithfield each week and returned there for the next day’s class. We 

would like your thoughts on this. 

I don't know if you are aware, that if you are a Tevra member and your dogs are 

under control, you may participate in this class. The dogs really love it and the 

owners get a lot of fun out of it also. Come September we will be back at Ouruhia 

and on the grass again. 

Members of the certificate class do have a chance to try it out as part of their sylla-

bus with three half hour sessions. 

Dogs love it and there are things you can do without jumping if you are worried. 

Welcome to Graeme and Scoota who have returned after an absence of 2 years, 

good to see you back. 

Colin 
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 Dogs and Cars 

Driving down the road on any given day, it is 
not uncommon to see dogs hanging their heads 
out of car windows, bouncing around freely in 
cars, and sometimes even on drivers' laps. It 
doesn't take much common sense to know that 
these are not safe situations, but many of us 
still allow our dogs to ride in the car unre-
strained. Why? Many people feel their dogs 
become stressed out if restrained. Others feel 
that their dogs enjoy the car ride because they 
can do things like hanging their heads out the 
window. Regardless of how happy these things 
make the dog, they are undeniably dangerous.  
 
Here's why: 
• A loose dog can easily distract the driv-

er. 
• An unrestrained dog can block or move 

the steering wheel, gear shift and gas/
brake pedals. 

• A loose dog can be injured or killed by 
an airbag. 

• When hanging its head out of a car win-
dow, debris from the road can injure a 
dog's eyes, nose, and mouth. 

 
In the case of an accident or even stopping 
short, your dog can become a dangerous pro-
jectile. This not only poses a risk to your dog; 
it is a risk to you, other people in the car, other 
drivers, and even pedestrians. 
 
In the case of an accident, a loose dog can be-
come a threat to emergency workers trying to 
rescue you from a damaged car. Or, your dog 
could escape and become lost or cause another 
accident risking his own life. 
 

Not so happy dog 

Another aspect of keeping your dog 
restrained is that while loading or un-
loading children or shopping, your 
dog is not trying to leap out of the car 
to go exploring or running amok in the 
supermarket carpark.  
 
Keeping your dog restrained and in the 
back of your vehicle will decrease the 
likelihood of a distraction-related acci-
dent and keep your dog safer in a 
crash. However, car travel for re-
strained dogs is not without risk. Your 
best bet is to find the right restraint for 
your dog and increase his odds of sur-
vival in a car crash.  
 
And, most importantly of all, drive 
safe! 
 
 

Happy dog? Yes, but is it worth the 

chance of either of these: 
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CONGRATULATIONS!! 
Missy Templeton and Arran Veltman on the birth of their wee boy 

Van Marley Veltman 

a brother for Hayley and Mandy 

 

The following story was originally printed in our October 2013 Newsletter—but it’s 
still relevant today 

 

RICCO’S CRATE ESCAPE 

 

That’s right Crate not Great! Although, yes it was GREAT!! 

Ricco is a beautiful Sibe-Bord; 3½ years old and still full of mischief. 

We came to Tevra, 3 LONG years ago; we have come and gone a couple of times as we have navigated the teething 
problems, and highs and lows of our personal pack. 

Ricco is my 3rd furry friend over the past 20 odd years, but the first to be lucky enough to be a Tevra boy. 

At first I found it hard to get the whole ‘CRATE THING’ in my head, I know; can’t he sleep on the couch?? And of course 
we all have different ideas on that, and to different degrees. 

However, I chose the ‘CRATE THING’. I even bought 2, so he was always comfy in his personal space. One was for the 
car, because he comes to work with me every day and has his siesta in it, and the other is in the lounge as his perma-
nent den. 

Last week we were driving in a safe zone (50kph), coming back from our lunchtime park run, when we were the victims 
of a hit and run driver. He was coming towards us at around 100kph, before losing control and crossing to our side, 
then 180deg. Spin – EXPLOSION!! BANG!! Into the bonnet of our car.  

Do not doubt - THE CRATE SAVED RICCO’S LIFE!!! 

He would have been catapulted out of a window, even in a harness, at the speed of that impact. 

His crate was tossed around severely, BUT, he was safe, and after examination, only a sore foreleg to show for it. 

I am not preaching to the converted, but my message is simple: 

To anyone who is finding it hard to get their head around the “CRATE THING”, 
please think of the big picture 

Actually my boy just takes himself to his crate, (bed), whenever he wants; it’s his safe place in more ways than one. 

Stay safe, drive safe, and be doggy safe. 

Cheers. 

Julie & Ricco 
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PHOTOS OF 

RECIPIENTS OF 

THE  ADVANCED 

CERTIFICATE 

CAN BE 

VIERWED ON 

OUR FACEBOOK 

PAGE 

 

Certificate Class 
What a busy couple of months we 

have had, with people finishing 

their certificates and Graduating. 

End of June saw Neroli with Mac, 

Andre with Wilson and Leanne with 

Finn all graduating. 

 July brought about an avalanche 

of Graduates, Tim with Douglas, 

Dyanne with Dougal, Colleen with 

Baxter, Michelle with Daisy, and 

Mark with Cornelius. All Mairehau 

trained people, and from Leithfield 

Annie with Gaza. 

August we had Tim with Indy from 

Mairehau and Sophie with Marley.   

I am so proud of you all for stick-

ing to it and putting in the hard 

yards.  

I am sure you will all agree that it is 

only with practice that you and 

your dogs have made it through. 

The speed at which people com-

plete the certificate varies depend-

ing on dog and handler. As I have 

always said I believe you when you 

tell me the "dog does it at home". 

But then the dog does not do it at 

training.  

REASON No 1: You have not 

practised enough in different 

areas.  

REASON No 2: You get so 

screwed up when it comes to 

showing me that the dog feeds 

off your nerves. It happens 

with Senior  competitive peo-

ple also. 

We are going to be joining the 

CGC Basics programme into 

the Certificate class, so that 

people can also sit that while 

they are doing their Tevra cer-

tificate. There is a new CGC 

class started for Basic,  

Foundation and Bronze at 9.30 

am on Saturday mornings 

from Mairehau for those who 

missed out doing a combined 

class and wish to further their 

dog’s education and gain the 

New Zealand Kennel Club, 

(now known as Dogs New  

Zealand) Canine Good Citizen's 

status. 

Barbara 



Agility Report 
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Over the winter our agili-

ty classes are very slow 

with only a couple of 

dogs at each session. We 

are wondering whether 

to just have one venue. 

The equipment is brought 

from Leithfield each week 

and returned there for 

the next day’s class. We 

would like your thoughts 

on this. 

I don't know if you are 

aware, that if you are a 

Tevra member and your 

dogs are under control, 

you may participate in 

this class. The dogs really 

love it and the owners 

get a lot of fun out of it 

also. Come September 

we will be back at 

Ouruhia and on the grass 

again. 

Members of the certifi-

cate class do have a 

chance to try it out as 

part of their syllabus with 

three half hour sessions. 

Dogs love it and there are 

things you can do with-

out jumping if you are 

worried. 

Welcome to Graeme and 

Scoota who have re-

turned after an absence 

of 2 years, good to see 

you back. 

Colin 

from 2nd September Tevra  

will be returning to our 

“Summer Training Ground” at 

Ouruhia Domain. However, As 

some of us will be competing 

that day Rally-O will start 

back 9 September. 

Thank you: 

…..those who stay behind 

after class to clear up, it’s 

much appreciated!!  

…..Ginnie Hollander for 

We’re currently trialing 

some new signs which are 

causing some interesting 

challenges!! Whether these 

signs will be formally ac-

cepted by Dogs New Zea-

land (new name for Kennel 

Club) remains to be seen, 

but we will continue to use 

them in our training classes 

for a bit of fun!!  

As you will see from else-

where in this newsletter— 

getting there early to help 

me set up the courses. 

…..Melinda Williams for help-

ing me sort out how to exe-

cute the new signs!! 

If anyone is interested in 

watching a Rally competition 

there are two shows at 

Christchurch Dog Training 

grounds in Marshland Road 

on 2 September. 

Gail 

Rally-O Report 
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Canine Good Citizen (CGC) 

these classes in September 

for the CG Basics and late 

November for the Founda-

tion to Gold levels.  

These GCG awards are 

issued by Dogs NZ which is 

the New Zealand govern-

ing body and are awarded 

to dogs who are basically 

With the addition now of a 

new level of CGC called CG 

Basics we have now start-

ed a new group training 

for this with Barbara while 

Steve and Alastair contin-

ue to work with the more 

advanced classes. We are 

looking at assessments for 

bullet proof. It takes a lot 

of hard work and dedica-

tion to achieve this. 

Rochelle with Trixie, Bevan with Magnus, Barbara with Teddy  

and Craig with Asha receiving their CGC Certificates 



Pet Dog Manners Class 
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Welcome to all our new han-

dlers with both puppies and 

older dogs who have started in 

these classes lately. It is really 

good seeing you all improving 

and enjoying teaching your 

dogs to enjoy their training. It 

is so important that you bond 

with your dog before you can 

expect him to want to please 

you. This is why we teach you 

so many different tricks and 

fun games.  

There is a very well known 

trainer in America called Susan 

Garrett who says “ your dog’s 

recall is a reflection of the 

bond you have with your dog” 

This is just so true.  

As there are several different 

class times over the next few 

months there will be a sepa-

rate email coming out to you 

all this week with the dates of 

training. Our Pet Dog Manners 

classes are currently held on 

Saturdays from Christchurch 

(Mairehau High School until 

19th August and then from 

Ouruhia Domain) and on Sun-

days from Leithfield but I am 

looking at taking another class 

on a Thursday from Leithfield  

if there is enough interest. 

for the dogs who often do not 

sleep as well and are also used 

to sleeping during parts of the 

day but at shows there is al-

ways something going on so 

they do not often have the 

same amount of sleep.  

While I am away Carol will be tak-

ing the Wednesday classes so 

please contact her for a time. 

Carol Lavery 

Mobile: 027 448 3461 

Landline:  384 9129 

Email: laverys@xtra.co.nz   

After a good break the show 

season is soon going to be 

upon us so time to dust off the 

cobwebs and get out and train. 

It is going to be a busy time 

with the shows until early De-

cember so please do take time 

to look at your dog’s fitness 

levels. How tired do you get 

while away at a weekend 

show? It is exactly the same 

Competitive Obedience 
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Facebook 
BE SURE TO CHECK OUR FACEBOOK PAGE 

FOR PHOTOS AND NOTICES. 

 

 

Yes, our Facebook page is 
up and running!!  

Please be sure to “like” us 
to help with getting the 
Tevra name out there. 

Unfortunately, despite several pleas for these payments to be made on the day of training, we 

have found that it is taking up too much of our time chasing up non-payments so have had to 

make the following decision: Payment by D/C will only be possible if you pay for 5 sessions in 

advance unless you are advised otherwise. We will keep a record of the dates and will advise 

you when you have used the payment up. Obviously you are also able to keep your own rec-

ords as well if you wish. If this is going to be a genuine problem please let me know. 

Payment account numbers:  

All Saturday classes with Barbara and Colin into  

03 1585 0102954 025.  

All other classes (apart from Rally payments) into  

03 1582 0099040 000 

Payments and Accounts 



Training Venue for the Summer Months 
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TRAINING VENUE FOR THE 
SUMMER MONTHS. 

 

Over the winter we have been 
training from Mairehau High 
School tennis courts but as 
these courts are required by 
the tennis club, we will return 
to Ouruhia Reserve from the 
2nd September for all Satur-
day classes. We have been 
allocated the front right hand 
field, and have to remain in 
that area. The Council have 
received complaints about 

dogs soiling the grounds, par-
ticularly around the play-
ground area, and it not being 
cleaned up. While we are sure 
none of Tevra people are re-
sponsible, because we have a 
high presence there the finger 
is being pointed at us. So 
please be extra vigilant when 
your dog is off lead, and avoid 
the area near the playground 
and the tennis courts.  

Also, the only vehicles per-
mitted on the area inside the 
fence are Janice’s, Gail’s, Ste-

ve’s and the Broadhurst’s so 
please park on the verge 
alongside the drive, leaving 
the car park for non-Tevra 
users of the park. 

  

For those who do not know 

the location of Ouruhia Re-

serve it is on Marshland Road 

on the left approximately 50 

metres north of Guthries Road 

down a lane called Chennery 

Avenue  

2017 BREAK UP FUNDAY 

2nd December 2017 

Preliminary warning to keep this date 

free for our break up!! 

More details of the activities will be 

sent out later!!! 
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SPRING PROFILE 

In this edition of the newsletter I would like to make special mention of two handlers 

from our Pet Dog Manners classes. 

Mike and Maureen with their curly coat re-

triever first started in the class in March this 

year. Tui was a rather anxious young dog 

who for the first 5 months of her life had 

basically been a kennel dog in Australia and 

as such did not have very much drive or en-

thusiasm for life in general. She recently 

stayed with us for three weeks while Mike 

and Maureen were away exploring the jun-

gles of the Amazon area and I was really im-

pressed with how interactive she has become 

with people, dogs and changes in her envi-

ronment.  

 

The reason I have chosen these handlers and 

dog is that since they started coming to class 

they have NEVER missed a training session 

apart from cancellations due to weather de-

spite the fact that they both live busy lives 

and Mike manages to juggle Saturday work 

and dog training as well as the odd game of 

tennis. What a man !!!! 



6 McLean Drive 

Leithfield 

RD1 Amberley 7481 

 

 

Phone: (03) 314 7561 

Mobile: 0274 570 819 

Email: tevra@clear.co.nz 

TEVRA DOG TRAINING  

& K9 WEAR LTD 

 

Janice Kirk:  03 314 7561 027 457 0819 

 tevra@clear.net.nz  

Alastair Kirk:  03 314 7561 027 506 4225 

 kirka@clear.net.nz  

Barbara Broadhurst: 03 944 4759 027 563 4500 

 barlin@clear.net.nz  

Colin Broadhurst: 03 944 4759 027 563 4500 

 barlin@clear.net.nz  

Gail Hamling :   021 105 3255 

 ravencoat@xtra.co.nz  

Steve Kenmare:  03 313 7125 022 071 8065 

 stevenkenmare@yahoo.com  

Virginia Hollander: 03 332 6448 027 465 0112 

 virginiajhollander@gmail.com  

  

CONTACT DETAILS 

www.tevra.co.nz 

TAKE THE LEAD WITH TEVRA 

mailto:tevra@clear.net.nz
mailto:kirka@clear.net.nz
mailto:barlin@clear.net.nz
mailto:barlin@clear.net.nz
mailto:ravencoat@xtra.co.nz
mailto:stevenkenmare@yahoo.com
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Tevra Boarding 

We have fully fenced secure areas. Two sheds accommodate 5 dogs with 
enclosed kennels and runs. Various other kennels and runs suitable for dogs 

of all sizes as well as a family area. 
 

Most of you will have seen our kenneling set up, but those who haven’t are 
welcome to come and view by appointment. 

 

We are currently taking bookings for the Christmas period, but 
these spaces will quickly fill!! 

 
We are keeping the number of dogs limited, with a preference  

towards dogs that are trained in the Tevra system and are  
therefore socially well behaved dogs able to play together  

in the paddock when not resting in their kennels. 



Kumara and Peanut Butter Doggy Treats 

You will need: 

A cookie cutter, such as a bone shape, 

dog shape or a round fluted one. 

2 baking trays 

Baking paper 

 

1 cup wholemeal flour 

¼ cup rolled oats 

3 tablespoons freshly chopped pars-

ley 

½ cup cooked mashed orange kumara 

3 tablespoons smooth peanut butter 

1 egg, lightly beaten 

3-4 tablespoons water 

1. Preheat oven to 180°C. Line 2 baking 

trays with baking paper and set to one 

side. 

2. In a bowl, place flour, oats and parsley 

and stir together to mix ingredients even-

ly 

3. Add kumara, peanut butter and egg and 

mix thoroughly, slowly adding water to 

make a smooth dough.  

4. Place the dough between 2 pieces of bak-

ing paper and using a rolling pin, roll out 

to about ½ cm thick. 

5. Peel back the top piece of baking paper 

and use your cutter to cut out the cook-

ies. Reroll the remaining dough and cut 

out more cookies. 

6. Slide a knife under each shape to loosen 

it from the paper and then place on pre-

pared baking trays. Cook in the oven for 

25 minutes or until cookies are firm and 

golden brown. Cook completely before 

placing in a container and sealing. 

Cook’s Tips 

These cookies can be kept for 

seven days. 

You can replace the kumara 

with 1 small ripe banana, 

mashed but you won’t have to 

add any water to the mixture 


